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Justice

Justice = a normative 

moral ideal

Justice focus on the 

defensibility of 

unequal relations 

between people



Three forms of justice

• Retributive justice (Punishment of 

crimes)

• Restorative justice (Correction of past 

injustice)

• Distributive justice (Distribution of 

benefits and harms )



Distributional justice

Four fundamental questions:

1. Who should be included 

in the sphere of justice?

2. What should be 

distributed? 

3. What principle should 

determine the 

distribution?

4. What process should we 

use to arrive at 1-3?



1. The sphere of justice

Examples:

• Family

• City

• Ethnic group

• Affected parties

• Country

• Global community



2. What should be distributed? The 

“currency” of justice

Examples:

• Resources

• Different kinds of rights

• Capabilities (possible life-styles)

• Welfare (e.g. preference satisfaction)

• Need satisfaction

• Opportunities



3. The principle for just distribution

Examples:

• Equality – everybody gets the same amount

• Intelligence – smarter gets more

• Strength – stronger gets more

• Need – greater need implies more

• Effort – hard work should give more

• Worst off – the worst off people prioritized

• Welfare maximization – Maximum preference 

satisfaction for maximum number of people



4. The just process (how to decide 

1-3?)

Examples:

• Listen to public opinion

• “Neutral” expert judgment

• Court decisions

• Political bargaining

• Hearing of affected communities and individuals



Climate justice, “a framework”

1. The sphere of justice is global

2. The currency is satisfaction of basic needs, 

everybody should have them satisfied

3. The principle is:

 Equality is the starting point

 We should hold people responsible for historical 

actions that affect the climate (climate debt)

 Basic needs (e.g. food, water, shelter, medicine) 

should be satisfied before other preferences or “needs”

4. The process must include consulting people who 

face serious harms of climate change



Is climate justice realistic?

– A conception of climate 

justice could become a 

political vision

– Political visions can be goals 

for our actions (“I have a 

dream…”)

– Political visions also provide 

powerful motivation for us to 

act

– Ideal political vision…
o based on reasonable claims

o shared by many to some degree

o compatible with human nature



Challenges ahead

• We currently lack a unifying political vision – there are 

competing ideas about climate justice (E.g. should total 

historical CO2 emissions or per capita emissions have an 

impact for justice?)

• If we find an acceptable vision, we must also formulate it 

into a program that could be acceptable for people in 

different cultures (E.g. US and China disagree over total 

or per capita emissions) 

• We must formulate minimum criteria for evaluating 

different visions that are independent of each vision (E.g. 

those who already benefited from high CO2 emissions 

have a larger responsibility to reduce future emissions)



Thank you!
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Questions for discussion

CO2 emission rights = Everybody have a legal right 

to emit a certain amount of CO2 or trade away 

the right.

1. Is CO2 emission rights the correct way to 

approach climate justice – why, or why not?

2. What do you believe is the correct principle/s for 

fair distribution CO2 emission rights? 

3. What problems can be associated with talking 

about climate debt and historical responsibility?


